
Project Description – New Park Avenue TOD Complete Streets Study

When central Connecticut’s new bus rapid transit system (CTfastrak) opened in 2016, two stations in West
Hartford were opened in a unique section of town. The Elmwood and Flatbush stations anchor the 1.1-mile
New Park Avenue corridor and present opportunity to become a catalyst for economic growth and a
multimodal conduit between these transit centers and the rest of West Hartford. In its existing condition,
New Park Avenue is an auto-centric corridor with industrial and suburban style retail uses, four lanes of
vehicular traffic, no bicycle accommodations, and narrow sidewalks situated close to the travel lanes.

To promote a balanced and integrated complete street system in accordance with the Town’s Plan of
Conservation and Development, Fuss & O’Neill was contracted to evaluate improvement designs for
infrastructure around the Flatbush and Elmwood CTfastrak station areas to improve inter- and intra-town
pedestrian and bicycle access and connectivity. The implementation of Complete Streets measures on New
Park Avenue has the potential to manage traffic volumes, reduce vehicle speeds, and create safer operations
for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

Public participation was vital to the success of this study. Outreach to a diverse group of key stakeholders
(town officials, the Elmwood Business Association, business owners, community interest groups, West
Hartford Bicycle Advisory Committee, emergency personnel, residents, school communities, etc.) led to
suggestions that resonated with pedestrians, cyclists, motorists, and transit riders. The goal of the public
involvement effort was to provide accurate information about the study to the public and facilitate proactive
public participation. This was undertaken with the overarching purpose of achieving a consensus among the
diverse groups of patrons regarding the development of Complete Streets alternatives, especially in the area
of the two CTfastrak stations, and potential Transit-oriented Development (TOD) supportive updates to
current zoning ordinances. Public participation methods included technical advisory committee meeting
popup kiosks, planning and design workshops, online surveys, and social media.

Improving safety was an enormous concern of the participants in the public outreach efforts. It was often
heard that both pedestrians and cyclists did not feel safe navigating the corridor due to the speeds of vehicles
and the quality or lack of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Based on these responses, Fuss & O’Neill’s
landscape architects and traffic engineers collaborated to provide solutions regarding lighting, utilities, and
access management to make New Park Avenue safe for all of its users. We conducted capacity, traffic, queue,
and safety analyses of the New Park Avenue corridor and its key intersections. We collected existing
conditions data, assessed future traffic conditions, and developed a calibrated traffic model to analyze capacity
and queue impacts for the no-build and build scenarios. In conjunction with the public involvement process,
we developed concept plan alternatives for the implementation of Complete Streets measures, including:
possible road diet sections, traffic calming techniques, improved bicycle facilities, and pedestrian and
streetscape enhancements. Roadway improvements were integrated with land use strategies to ensure that
transportation recommendations fit with future development plans. We presented our implementation
strategy in a final report that prioritized short- and long-range improvement recommendations and identified
potential funding sources.

Short-term recommendations included a zoning scenario with minor text adjustments that would not
adversely affect underlying zones, but would promote desired development and aesthetic goals. This option
was not TOD-area specific and the established text and guidelines needed to be applicable to a broader set of
development scenarios and areas within the respective underlying zones. Long-term recommendations



established design guidelines and recommended bulk requirements in established TOD district areas and
along the corridor in non-district areas. Techniques would need to be established to incentivize the use of the
guidelines such as bonus densities, expedited permitting process, etc. In this option, guidelines were
referenced within the underlying zones specific to the corridor areas.

The aforementioned recommendations are planned to be included in an application for state funding and are
intended to be constructed by the Town.


